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Abstract. Searching the Semantic Web (SW) for digital content is
arguably more complex than searching the current web. In fact, a SW
search system must deal with a large number of distributed, hetero-
geneous resources, that may reference many different ontologies.
In order to manage this complexity we have integrated different tech-
nologies such as peer-to-peer, ontologies, and multi-agent technol-
ogy in the design ofSERSE, a multi-agent system for searching the
SW. In SERSE, agents are organised in a P2P network according to a
semantic overlay, where the neighbourhood is determined by the se-
mantic proximity of the ontological definitions that are known to the
agents. The integration of these technologies poses some problems.
On the one hand, the more ontological knowledge the agents have,
the better we can expect the system to perform. On the other hand,
global knowledge would constitute a point of centralisation which
might potentially degrade the performance of a P2P system. In ad-
dition, maintenance of such semantic overlay can also degrade the
performance.
The paper presentsSERSEtogether with some experimental results
that evaluate the performance in response to changes in the size of
semantic neighbourhood and an analytical evaluation of thework-
load of the system due to maintenance activities.

1 Introduction

The Semantic web promises to add value to the current web, with-
out requiring any fundamental changes to the web infrastructure that
is currently in place. The added value is created, in part, byenrich-
ing digital content with annotations that referenceontologies— ex-
plicit and machine sharable representations of the conceptualisation
abstracting a phenomenon [15].

Because of semantic annotations, the Semantic Web (SW) is
intended to be primarily understood by software agents, andis
thus based on machine-processable languages such as RDF(S),
DAML+OIL, and OWL [1], which permit knowledge to be embed-
ded within web pages. Software agents are able to process theknowl-
edge expressed in these semantic markup languages, and can thus of-
fer services which make use of or retrieve this knowledge, including
search and retrieval services. In contrast, the web of todayis intended
primarily for human consumption, and is based on visual markup
languages (such as HTML) intended for human users.

Searching the SW is arguably more complex than searching the
current web. Not only must a SW search system deal with a large
number of distributed, heterogeneous resources, but theseresources
may reference many different ontologies. Current technology strug-
gles to deal with such complexity: in order to manage this increased
complexity we have integrated in a search system different technolo-
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gies that have proven successful for searching the current web in an
efficient and scalable way, that is peer-to-peer, ontologies, and multi-
agent technology.SERSE, (SEmantic Routing SystEm), is a multi-
agent system for searching the SW in whichrouteragents have equal
capabilities and responsibilities, and which communicateon a peer-
to-peer basis. Semantic descriptions of digital content are used to
determine asemantic overlayon the network of peers, where the
peers can communicate only with those peers who are within their
semantic neighbourhood. The design and implementation of such a
semantically organised P2Psystem raised a number of critical issues
concerning the performance of the system with respect to thework-
load necessary for maintaining the semantic overlay.
In the reminder of this paper we describe the services offered by
SERSE, illustrate its architecture from an agent perspective, and
present some experimental results that evaluate the performance in
response to changes in the size of semantic neighbourhood and an
analytical evaluation of the workload of the system due to mainte-
nance activities.

2 Desiderata for Searching the Semantic Web

The design choices we made inSERSEare motivated by some con-
siderations and requirements for a (multi-agent) system that is able to
efficiently navigate and search the semantic web. Searchingthe SW
is arguably more complex than searching the current web. We be-
lieve that one way to overcome this increased complexity is to take
the view of the SW as “fragmented knowledge”: each fragment rep-
resents a specific topic or a group of similar concepts. If we have to
decide the most efficient route from topicA to B, we could simply
try a random direction – but this would give no guarantee to find B
in a finite time. Alternatively, we can simply try to find another topic
C, whose existence we are certain about, and that is reasonably close
to the topic we aim to reach. By using this approach we are sureto
reach the right fragment of knowledge in a limited time (the sum of
the times needed to reach each topic betweenA andB), and if a new
fragment is discovered, we can compute the route to this fragment
by finding the route to the topic closest to the new one, and then be-
tween these two. We have identified a number of requirements that
our system should exhibit:
1. Decentralisation: Efficient navigation toward a specific topic de-
pends on the ability to identify the “right direction” in which to head.
A centralised approach would imply maintaining a directoryof all
topics, acting as a centralised server for queries. However, this can
prove too inefficient and cumbersome for the SW [10]. An alterna-
tive is to have system components each with equal roles and the capa-
bility to exchange knowledge and services directly with each other.
Peer-to-peer technology (P2P) such as Edutella [12] or Morpheus [3]
is a possible answer to this quest for decentralisation.
2. Openness: Openness is inherent in both the syntactic and the se-



mantic web. In the case of the SW, openness is enhanced, because
ubiquitous software components – from computers to cell phones
and TV sets – are involved in the process of using it [17].
3. Autonomy and social ability: P2P systems are usually comprised
of simple data-storing systems, and the sharing and retrieval of data
is performed on the basis of a central directory, while communica-
tion among peers simply relies on raw TCP/IP protocols. However,
we require that our system components be able to interact with users
and other peers, and decide which peer supervises the “fragment of
knowledge” (or neighbourhood) closest to their own one. This im-
plies that our components must exhibit autonomy and social ability:
characteristic features of multi-agent systems [18].
4. Scalability: As with the Internet itself, the SW will grow exponen-
tially [17]. Scalability is thus critical: the system must adapt flexibly
and dynamically to the highly dynamic nature of the SW.
5. Semantic based content retrieval: Content retrieval can exploit the
ontology-based annotation of the SW. System components must ex-
hibit the ability to understand and process ontological descriptions.
When knowledge is factored into fragments, navigation is deter-
mined by means of the ontological descriptions of the concepts to
search. Semantics is used to establish the right path to a neighbour-
hood, by evaluating the similarity between concepts, as described
above.
A key issue when searching digital content is to determine the size of
a neighbourhood. This has implications on the topology of the net-
work of peers — in particular, on the level of centralisation— and
on the overlay networks, on the performance of the system, and on
scalability. There is clearly a spectrum, where at one extreme a small
neighbourhood means a search component has only knowledge lo-
cal to few concepts of the ontology(ies), and at the other extreme,
there is global knowledge (every search component has knowledge
of the whole ontology or ontologies used to annotate the instances to
search). Local knowledge favours a purely decentralised approach,
but gives little help in determining the right path, while global knowl-
edge creates a single point of failure that affects the performance of
the system [8]. Therefore, one of the first questions we triedto an-
swer is whether we can determine a “best” neighbourhood size: a
number of concepts per neighbour that maximises the trade-off be-
tween amount of knowledge of the peers and performances of the
system. Naturally, knowledge comes to a cost, and we also need to
analyse the cost of maintaining this knowledge, especiallyin a dy-
namic environment such as the SW, where ontologies are likely to
evolve in time (because of changes in the domain they represent or to
better suit a particular application). The experiments that we present
in the reminder of this paper were intended to verify the existence
of this neighbourhood size, and to estimate the cost of building and
maintaining such neighbourhood.

3 SERSE

The requirements and goals identified in the previous section have
motivated the design ofSERSE( Semantic Routing System). SERSEis
implemented as a multi-agent system, whose routing agents share a
core of equal capabilities and responsibilities, and whichare capable
of retrieving web resources based on the semantics of their annota-
tions. The system is internally organised in a peer-to-peerfashion:
Each router can communicate with its immediate neighbours,and
the neighbourhood size is determined by the semantic proximity be-
tween the concepts known to the agents. No agent can broadcast mes-
sages to the whole system, and no agent has global knowledge of the
network: this ensures decentralisation.

SERSEwas implemented using JADE [6], a FIPA-compliant mid-
dleware platform. JADE is used to handle the transport aspects of
agent communication: our implementation builds on JADE to pro-
vide a semantic overlay network, i.e., thelogical organisation of the
routers in a network of peers, which is based on the notion of se-
mantic neighbourhood. Agents inSERSEhave knowledge of a num-
ber of concepts forming the ontologies, that are expressed in OWL
and stored in some ontology server. Agents have the ability to send
FIPA messages to the agents belonging to their immediate seman-
tic neighbourhood. Although limited, these “social abilities” permit
the agents to autonomously and dynamically determine the most ap-
propriate router agent, i.e., the agent that can retrieve instances of a
concept that is identical or semantically closest to the queried con-
cept, and to route them an unanswered query.

SERSE’s is developed as part of the IST project “Esperonto” (IST
2001-34373). In EsperontoSERSEinteracts with the other compo-
nents in order to retrieve the SW content requested in user queries.
In particular,SERSEinteracts withNotification Server(NS), that is
part of Esperonto component providing annotation and ontology ser-
vices [11]: theSemantic Annotation Service Provider(SemASP).
The NS notifies the routing system of the annotation of new re-
sources, returning a list with the URIs of the instances of those con-
cepts used in the annotation and that can be requested in userqueries.

SERSEis composed of five types of agents, each playing different
roles in the retrieval of digital content.
Portal agent: The portal agent acts as the point of entry into the net-
work of router. It is responsible for triggering the routingprocess.
Notification agent: The notification agent receives XML messages
from the Notification Server and parses them. It can then resend the
content as an ACL message via the Portal Agent. The messages can
be the notification of a new OWL ontology or of new content acqui-
sitions. If the notification refers to a new ontology, the Notification
Agent extracts the concepts definitions from the OWL file and popu-
lates the system with the routers. It also informs the routers of which
agents are their immediate neighbours. If the notification refers to in-
stances of a new concept, the notification agent creates a newrouter
for the concept. If notification refers to instances of an existing con-
cept, the notification agent re-sends the message into the router sys-
tem to be routed to the correct index.
Router agent: Router agents are created once the system receives
a notification of content acquisition regarding a new concept. Each
router agent is associated with a concept in an ontology and is capa-
ble of retrieving instances of this concept. The router agents access
the instances to index by reading them directly from the RDF files
created by the SemASP. The locations of these files are reported to
the router system by the Notification Server. The router agent also
has a routing index, which contains the addresses of its semantic
neighbours. When a router receives a query, it can either reply back
with a FIPAinform-ref message, whose content is the retrieved
instances, or with aquery-ref, which re-routes the query to the
agent with the least semantic distance. A router agent determines
the semantic distance on the basis of the ontology. The concept for
which the agent is responsible, and the set of concepts used to create
the routing index are passed into the router agent as arguments when
it is created.
Query management agent: The query management agent is the en-
try point for querying the system. It is intended to deal withthe de-
composition of complex queries and with the aggregation andvali-
dation of the results, but in the current implementation we support
only the logical connectives AND and OR. The agent manages all
the operations related to querying the system, including re-routing



failed simple queries, sending multiple copies of queries in order to
handle temporary unavailability, etc.
Interface agent: The interface agent acts as interface between the
agents on the JADE platform and the external applications using
them. The interface itself is comprised of both the agent that ex-
changes messages between the Query Management Agent and ex-
ternal applications, and of an external interface object, that connects
to the agent socket and provides a simple API for generating queries
and handling the answers.

The work ofSERSEbegins when a user poses a query by means
of the system interface, which allows users to formulate a query in
terms of the ontology known by the agents. (In the first prototype,
we consider one ontology only, but we are currently working to sup-
port multiple ontologies.) We assume here that the system isalready
in the initial configuration, and that content availabilitymessages
were received by thenotification agent, thus triggering the creation
of the network of semantic routers. When a query is received by the
Query Management Agent(QMA), it decomposes it (if it is a com-
plex query) and then forwards the components to theportal agent
(PA). The PA choses a random router and starts the routing process;
it sends aquery-refmessage to the selectedrouter agentthat has
as content the queried concept. The router agent consults its index
to check whether it is able to access instances of the concepts. In-
stances are referenced by means of the URI they are accessible from.
If the router agent can answer the query, it will reply back tothe por-
tal agent with aninform-ref whose content is the URIs of the
instances. If the router agent does not have reference to thequeried
concept in its index, it needs to forward the query to the neighbour
that issemantically closestto the queried concept. The router agent
computes the similarity between its neighbours and the queried con-
cept (in this prototype we evaluate the similarity in terms of path
length), and then forwards the query to the router responsible for the
concept closest to the queried one. The routing process is illustrated
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Figure 1. The routing process in SERSE

4 Experimental results

We ran a set of experiments onSERSEto test the system’sefficiency
— at this stage, we do not evaluate itsprecisionor recall. The experi-

ments are set in the biological domain. In order to ensure that the on-
tology structure was not designed to help the routing process in any
way, we used an ontology available from the Protege’s OWL ontol-
ogy library (http://protege.stanford.edu). The MGED
Ontology describes the domain of Microarray Gene Expression Data
and it is composed of 213 concepts, but we considered only itstax-
onomy and not the properties of the classes.

The experiment was aimed at testing the system performance at
different, increasing neighbourhood sizes. The hypothesis is that the
system performance improves when we range from local knowledge
to global knowledge, possibly highlighting the existence of a neigh-
bourhood size that is the one that maximises the trade-off between
performance and knowledge (and thus level of decentralisation). Sys-
tem performance was evaluated in terms of theresponse timespent
to find the instances of the queried concept.

The semantic distance used was thepath length. This method of
evaluating semantic similarity has occasionally been criticised for
not being an accurate measure [14], and for not really takinginto ac-
count the semantics of the concepts in the ontology. We made this
choice for efficiency reasons. The literature offers a number of simi-
larity measures that can be used to evaluate similarity between con-
cepts in an ontology, but none of them is widely accepted as being
truly accurate, and most are computationally expensive and/or lan-
guage sensitive. In our experiments we were interested in evaluating
the response time of the system from the viewpoint of the routing
mechanisms, and thus this choice of similarity measure permitted us
to limit the burden of a heavy computation of the similarity measure,
and to consider its cost negligible.

We executed 500 queries over 50 runs of the experiment. For each
run we changed the agent that originated the routing process, and we
queried 10 concepts changing for each the neighbourhood size by
varying the path length. By varying the path length, we increased the
number of concepts in the neighbourhood, thus increasing the capa-
bilities of an agent (in terms of the concepts it can deal with), and
ultimately ranging from a purely decentralised P2P system,to one
where the whole ontology becomes a centralisation point. Figure 2
shows the trend in performance against the average neighbourhood
size (over the 500 runs of the experiment). We can make some obser-
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Figure 2. The performance of the system for the MGED Ontology

vations on the results of the experiments. The best results in terms of
performance were obtained when the neighbourhood size was the
whole ontology, or close to the whole ontology, even though this
would imply that each agent maintains a copy of the whole ontology.



This would have significant implications on the system maintenance
time, since each time an ontology is modified each router mustup-
date its copy of the ontology. However, a semantic neighbourhood
that includes around 120 concepts (out of a possible 213) represents
a good trade-off between agents knowledge and system performance
(including maintenance time). These results lead us to believe that
hybrid [19] peer to peer systems (that is, P2P systems in which some
functionalities remain centralised) offer better prospects for the pro-
vision of search and retrieval services on the semantic web.Indeed,
best results referred to global knowledge defeats the hypothesis that
a pure peer-to-peer system could be used to search the semantic web.
However, the experiments prove the existence of a region in the space
of the possible neighbourhood sizes that balances knowledge vs. per-
formance. This evidence provides us with an objective starting point
for building clusters of similar peers.

5 Analytical evaluation of the workload

From the empirical evaluation of the system presented in thepre-
vious section it emerges that theSERSEworks better when agents
have global knowledge. However, global knowledge does not come
for free, since the more knowledge the agents have, the more work it
requires to maintain and organise the knowledge. Therefore, one crit-
ical issue to consider in order to evaluate the performance of SERSE

is to provide an estimate of the system’s workload necessaryto main-
tain the semantic overlay network.

In general, maintenance operations can be carried outon demand
and routinely. On demand activities are carried out every time the
notification agent receives a notification of new content from the No-
tification Server. The system needs to re-organise the semantic over-
lay by updating the agent indices. On demand maintenance canfol-
low two approaches, thereactiveapproach or theproactiveapproach.
In the reactive approach, agents in the system regularly check their
stored routing index against the current state of the system. Regular
checks are performed by each agent by querying each of its neigh-
bours for their indices, and updating the semantic distances in the
index where appropriate.

The proactive approach is based on the assumption that each agent
informs the neighbours of an update in the list of concepts itman-
ages; the neighbours in turn modify their routing indices accordingly.
In SERSEwe have decided to opt for the proactive approach, because
it permits us to reduce the number of messages during maintenance
activities. Indeed, the number of content notifications that could trig-
ger the maintenance process should be at least of an order of mag-
nitude lower than the number of queries in the system. The main-
tenance process with the proactive approach can now be estimated
depending on the activities involved in it:
• An agentAi receives a content notification message, and thus up-
dates its index. In particular, if the notification message concerns
the addition of new digital content,Ai updates the instance URIs
in its index, and informs its immediate neighboursNi

1, N
i
2, . . . , N

i
m

of these changes. On the other hand, if the notification regards the
less frequent, though possible event, of an ontology update, Ai mod-
ifies the list of concepts it manages in its index, then it alsoneeds to
contact its immediate neighbours in order to propagate the update.
• Agent Ai sends anUpdate message to all itsm neighbours
Ni

1, N
i
2, . . . , N

i
m, with the new index;

• Each neighbourNi
j that receives the update message in turn updates

its routing index by adding or removing concepts from those stored
in relation to agentAi;
• If concepts are added, each of the neighbouring agentsNi

j needs to

compute the semantic distance between the added concepts and each
of the concept stored in its own index.

The considerations made above lead us to estimate the average
of the time of the system due to proactive maintenance on demand
caused by a single update cycle (e.g., the receipt of a content notifi-
cation message) in a single agent as:(navg × cavg × tSD), where:
− navg is the average number of neighbours;
− cavg is the average number of concepts managed by each agent;
− tSD is the average time to compute the semantic distance between
two concepts.

From this expression, it is clear that the more concepts are known
to an agent, the higher the workload is. In estimating workload we
are assuming that each agent has knowledge only of its immediate
neighbours and that no lookahead mechanism is in place.

In addition to the maintenance on demand, it may be useful forthe
agents to periodically send random queries into the system in order
to verify the stability of the semantic overlay, and whetherit could
benefit from an adjustment (such as grouping together two neigh-
bourhoods because this would improve the performance). In routine
maintenance, each agent sends out randomly messages that commu-
nicate the current state of the agent index, and enquire whether any
of the receiving agents has similar knowledge. If this is thecase,
and this agent is not included in the neighbourhood, then theseman-
tic overlay needs to be adjusted. The workload entailed by routine
maintenance is estimated on the basis of the following steps:
• At regular intervals each agentAi sends a random query into the
system. This query includes the list of concepts indexed byAi;
• For each agentBi receiving the query,Bi compares its indexed
concepts with those received in the query;
• For each agentBi receiving the query,Bi performs at mostk se-
mantic distance calculations, wherek is the number of its indexed
concepts;

Building on the considerations above, we can estimate the work-
load upper bound for a single update cycle in a single agent as:
(s/t) × r × c2

avg × tSD, where:
− s is the number of agents in the system;
− t is the interval between two queries;
− r is the number of agents receiving each message;
− cavg is the average number of concepts managed by each agent;
− tSD is the average time to compute the semantic distance between
two concepts.

6 Related work

Approaches to the provision of search and retrieval services in the
SW have been developed in disparate areas, from digital libraries to
information retrieval. In the context ofSERSE, we focus on peer-to-
peer approaches for distributed knowledge management and intelli-
gent information agents. In fact,SERSEcan be seen as merging the
two approaches, in that it creates a peer to peer system wherethe
peers provide much of the functionalities characterising intelligent
information agents. Therefore, much of the research carried out in
our system is based on the efforts illustrated below.

Peer-to-peer systems are traditionally associated with file sharing
and exchange applications, such as in Napster and Morpheus [3].
More recently, P2P systems have been used to reduce the complexity
of distributed data and knowledge management applications[7, 10].
A typical example of such an application isEDUTELLA [12], a hy-
brid P2P architecture for sharing metadata, that implements an RDF-
based metadata infrastructure for JXTA [2]. Nodes are organised into
a set of thematic clusters, and a dedicated mediator performs seman-



tic integration of source metadata in each cluster. Thematic clusters
are obtained by super-peers that have semantic routing capabilities,
however, there is little detail on the principles guiding the cluster-
ing of nodes and the impact of the cluster size on the system per-
formance. Some other projects use super-peers to start the semantic
routing process in the right direction.

Other approaches emphasise the use of semantics represented in
ontologies. Among these there is the SWAP project [4]. In SWAP,
each node is responsible for a single ontology: ontologies might rep-
resent different views of a same domain, multiple domains with over-
lapping concepts, or might be obtained by partitioning an upper level
ontology. Knowledge sharing is obtained through ontology mapping
and alignment, however mappings are not dynamically obtained.

Peer-to-Peer Semantic Web [5] builds on the research efforts car-
ried out at the LSDIS Lab. This project aims at providing services to
support distributed knowledge construction and knowledgesharing.
Here the emphasis is on ontology services, such as the creation and
advertisement of new ontologies and the discovery of ontology inter-
relationship over a P2P infrastructure, and ontology driven content
retrieval. However, the P2P architecture is not explicitlydefined.

There is a vast literature on intelligent information agents that is
extremely relevant toSERSE, and especially the characterising fea-
tures that constitute the notion of agency [18]. From this viewpoint
SERSEcan be classified as a cooperative information agent, such as
RETSINA [16], InfoSleuth [9] andOBSERVER [13]. RETSINA is a
matchmaker based information system where collaborative task exe-
cution is achieved through matching service providers and requesters
over the web (and more recently, over the SW).

InfoSleuth explicitly deals and reconciles multiple ontologies by
means of specialised ontology agents that collectively maintain a
knowledge base of the different ontologies used to specify requests,
and return ontology information as requested. Finally,OBSERVER

dynamically finds mappings between partially overlapping ontolo-
gies, therefore providing agents with a way to dynamically share
knowledge. Many of these features are being studied for use in the
second prototype ofSERSE.

7 Conclusions

The paper has presentedSERSE, a system that offers search and re-
trieval services on the SW.SERSEbuilds on peer to peer, ontologies,
and multi-agent technology in order to deal with the complexity of
searching for digital content. InSERSE, agents have knowledge of
the ontological definitions used to annotate digital content and com-
municate on a peer to peer basis. Routing is determined by semantic
proximity of the ontological definitions that are known to the agents
(semantic neighbourhood).

We have illustrated and motivated the design ofSERSE, and we
have presented and evaluated its implementation. The evaluation has
aimed at proving the hypothesis that in this kind of systems the
neighbourhood size affects the performance of the system indiffer-
ent ways: the more ontological definitions are known to the agents,
and more easily the query can be routed to the most relevant peer.
But, more ontological knowledge causes also a higher maintenance
effort and a higher workload. Our experiments prove that there is a
region in the space of the neighbourhood sizes that represent a good
trade-off between number of concepts known to a router agentand
the system performance. We have also provided an analyticalesti-
mate of the maintenance workload of such system that shows that
the maintenance costs are at worst quadratic, for regular maintenance
activities. Therefore, we can reorganise our network of agents objec-

tively on the basis of this findings. This means that the network does
not need to have a global centralisation point but can be organised
in a number of clusters, each offering different ontological expertise
and whose size is determined by the number of concepts composing
the ontology.
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